
Petite Messe Solenelle (1863)  by Gioachino Rossini (1792-1868) is an enigmatic a work 

as was the life of Rossini. By the age of 40 he had written 38 operas, 19 sacred works, 13 

instrumental works, and numerous songs.  He was considered by his peers as the greatest 

Italian composer and he enjoyed great wealth, prestige and fame. After writing the 

William Tell Overture in 1829 he stopped composing and retired to Italy (mainly 

Bologna and Florence) but suffered ill health and the death of his wife. During this time, 

however his honors and financial fortunes continued.  He often received commissions he 

did not complete, frequently moved to avoid ‘local difficulties’ and it seemed the less he 

did or the more his ‘misbehaved’ the more he was revered. Famous quotes of Rossini are 

“Every kind of music is good, except the boring kind.”  “One can’t judge Wagner’s opera 

Lohengrin after a first hearing, and I certainly don’t intend to hear it a second time. “ He 

remarried and moved to Paris in 1855 where he began to compose salon pieces intended 

for private audiences.  He called them the “sins of old age” and Petite Messe Solenelle 

was the last. 

 

Rossini wrote on the autograph page:  

Petite messe solennelle, in four parts with accompaniment of two pianos and  

harmonium, composed during my country vacation at Passy. Twelve singers  

of three sexes—men, women and castrati—will be sufficient for its execution:  

that is, eight for the chorus, four for the solos, a total of twelve cherubim.... 

Twelve also are the Apostles in the celebrated fresco painted by Leonardo  

called The Last Supper....Be assured Lord, I guarantee there will be no Judas  

at my Supper and that mine will sing in tune and with love your praises and  

this little composition which is, alas, the last mortal sin of my old age. 

 

And on the final page he wrote: 

Well, this poor little Mass is completed. Have I for once written musique  

sacrée [sacred music] or merely sacrée musique [damned music]? I was  

born to opera buffa, as You well know. Little skill, but some heart; that about  

sums it up. So blessed be Thou and grant me Paradise. 

 

A reviewer at the first performance noted that they had heard a Mass, a religious piece, 

performed at 10 PM in front of an audience of women in their finest attire, intended to 

inaugurate the mansion of a Protestant patrician, before the Papal nuncio, who spoke with 

courtesy to the Ambassador from Turkey, while a Jewish artist conducted. 

 

The piece itself is much like the audience.  The two pianos provide an accompaniment of 

delightful salon music.  One can easily envision the audience relaxing and sipping their 

tea to the evening entertainment.  This, of course, with short bursts and interjections from 

the harmonium, a reedy sounding instrument much like an accordion.  It is little wonder 

Rossini resisted orchestrating the work because this contrast and playfulness would be a 

significant challenge for an orchestra to accomplish.  The vocal forces however, perform 

arias in operatic style, pure and serene Renaissance polyphony, and extravagant Baroque 

double fugues! 

 



Some have said the title is a joke as the work is neither petite in length nor particularly 

solemn.  Or, Rossini could simply be saying he is presenting a little sacred music.  Also 

causing queries is Rossini’s tempo indication for the Credo,  “Allegro Cristiano.”  

Depending upon ones translation of allegro this means a lively Christian, a happy 

Christian….  All this has raised the question of how serious does one take the work, 

where does one provide the balance between compositional mastery of a variety of forms 

and some really sublime music and still keep the levity and intimacy of the work.  I don’t 

pretend to know or have the final answer.  I can just say it has been a joy learning the 

work, it is full of surprises, and because of that I doubt any two performances will be the 

same.  We hope you enjoy listening as much as we enjoy preparing and performing. 
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